THE GIGATOWER™
The latest PMP 450 Access Network Solution
GIGABIT THROUGHPUT FOR GROWTH
From the largest enterprises to residential customers in urban, suburban and rural markets globally, the
key requirement is higher throughput and symmetrical service. The new Canopy PMP GIGATOWER
shatters the bandwidth barrier that can transform your network to a very high capacity triple play
capable offering. By delivering ample bandwidth which can easily support HD Video and IPTV as well as
voice utilizing the very low Canopy latency, the ability to drive new services is at your finger tips. The
PMP 450 is incredibly scalable in 90mbps increments all the way to 1,080mbps on a single tower. The
PMP450 also allows the delivery of symmetrical bandwidth (unlike ADSL which is limited to
asymmetrical traffic only) which supports cloud computing, video conferencing, video surveillance and
much more.

MULTI-MEDIA SERVICES GROWTH
The new Canopy PMP 450 is designed for growth. Your growth. It lets you efficiently and
cost-effectively offer popular multi-media services that maximize growth. High-speed data
and cloud access. Video on Demand. Reliable fixed voice and VoIP. It helps you grow by
providing consistent and reliable coverage across large service areas, allowing you to
deliver in-demand services to urban, suburban, rural and remote locations. For revenue
optimization, the system also supports tiered service models with a software defined
Remote Module that can be upgraded to support throughput from 4 Mbps to 55 Mbps.

FASTER, SIMPLER CONNECTIVITY
Canopy PMP 450 growth is fast and easy. No trenches to dig. No copper or fiber to put in the
ground. No weeks or months of waiting. The Canopy 450 deploys in hours and works with your
existing systems, so there are no expensive, labor-intensive, time-consuming forklift replacements.
Time-to-market is greatly reduced, and network performance remains consistent as subscribers are
added. You can reach customers months before they could be reached by wireline technology. You
can serve more customers with fewer modules and install equipment on your existing towers.
You’ll have the scalability that enables your network to grow and keep pace with your business.

CAMBIUM EXPERIENCE
Cambium Networks provides exceptional wireless broadband connectivity solutions. With 4 million
modules deployed in thousands of networks around the world, Cambium solutions are proven to
provide cost effective, reliable data, voice and video connectivity.
For more information visit www.cambiumnetworks.com

